LET’S GO GLOBAL!

The OB Division's Global Committee aims to enhance your AOM 2024 experience. We’ve curated a sample schedule for those who are or want to be a global academic–working, publishing, or connecting with other academics internationally.

Enjoy the conference!

Friday, August 9th

1. 85: Navigating a “Meso” Research Career (12257)
   - 10:00 - 11:30 CT
   - Sheraton: Michigan A

Saturday, August 10th

   - 8:00 - 10:00 CT
   - Swissôtel: Matterhorn

3. 381: Improving Leadership Research Around the Globe: A Mentoring Session (17274)
   - 13:00 - 14:30 CT
   - Swissôtel: St Gallen 1

4. 435: The Art of Writing and Publishing for Non-Native English Scholars (11860)
   - 15:00 - 17:00 CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich B

Sunday, August 11th

5. 792: Finding a Job in Europe (10565)
   - 12:30 - 14:30 CT
   - Swissôtel: Lucerne III

or

6. 811: Global Research Collaboration (11812)
   - 13:00 - 14:30 CT
   - Swissôtel: Montreux 2

967: Thinking of a Position in the Pacific Asia Region? (12050)
   - 15:30 - 17:30 CT
   - Swissôtel: Zurich E